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About This Game

Attention:
This is the earliest version. If you want to play the final version of the game, please,
don’t buy it right away. If you want to help us with the game development, be free to

offer your ideas. We appreciate it!

Desert Craft is a futuristic sandbox where you can construct your own vehicle for exploring and getting over large territories! At
the beginning of a game you have a regular set of blocks which allows you to create your first car and overcome any obstacles.

Gradually while exploring a map you’ll be able to find new blocks.

Currently there are:

Constructing a vehicle– for now there is a basic car construction for reference.

Playing area – for now the territory is 2х2 km, there is a vastness of the desert on it including the bunker.

Initial set of blocks – when you play the game for the first time, you’re limited in a diversity of blocks. If you want to
have more of them, you have to find drawings of blocks spread all over the area.

In the near future there will be:
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Survival mode- you and your friends will have to challenge yourself in a desert with its inhabitants when having only
clothes on.

Even more kinds of blocks!
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Title: Desert Craft
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Racing, Simulation, Early Access
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Vitaly Titov
Publisher:
Vitaly Titov
Release Date: 31 Oct, 2017
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There was fun banter and silly item descriptions. I wish it had more puzzles, but the one it had was fun to work out.. While its
an..."ok" beat-em-up, there's better games like this on Steam. I think i paid around $2.50 on sale. It was fine for one playthrough
but i'll never play it again.

Combat is ok but slow. Theres around 20 levels (i think) and some of them drag on forever. Also there is one type of enemy
who pukes and your character takes an absurd amount of damage from. There's also only a handful of bosses which are fairly
easy to kill.

You earn coins to get upgrades but everything is so minimal its a huge grindfest. Not only that but when you go to spend them
everything is listed with "???" so you have no idea what youre paying for. On top of that, they throw in artwork and action
figures in the same list too.

The story is ok and includes static comic book like images with text bubbles for cutscenes but many of them are horribly
compressed or zoomed in. The music is generic butt rock.

If they sped up the combat, tweaked said puke enemy damage, shortened some levels and revealed the upgrades youre paying
for it would be a better game.

4\/10. the game looks great n trailer and I am sure it is but its dead from its first year and buggy like
you cant save
unnesery efects that doesnt go from my screen and makes me unable to see anything
I tried to play the game but it didnt let me because effects stayed which doesnt let you see anything from start only a little box
on left down corner dont even think of buying it. Just not something that reached out and grabbed me. It reminds me of the
book "turn to this page for this descision" games I used to play in elementary school.. Lack of options, no full screen support,
terrible animation scenes, Unoriginal gameplay. I didn't find this game to be worth 8 euros\/10 dollars. There are much better
point and click games out there. Some of the visuals are really creepy though.. don't play it solo. i like it for how early it is.
combat could use some work and maybe a low hp indicator would be great. Best Pooping Game Evar!! <3. incredible game,
great for parties and people of all ages, one player on vr gets to be a chef, while another player gets to partcipate by shouting
orders to the vr player while also collecting food and making drinks for customers,

this game is fun even when playing as the waiter which was quite surprising to me as I thought I'd only enjoy the game from the
vr perspective.

this game is one of those games in the vr medium that sets a standard of what we can expect from the future of vr and how
creative you can be with assymetrical vr games.

I'll add that the developer seems to have also worked to add more content to the game such a winter missions and cup cake
themed mission section, these weren't neccesarily but shows that the developer really cares about the game and wants to add
more content for players, (FOR FREE, NOT DLC!)

10/10 would burn my burger again. BEST. DLC. EVER. MADE.

F***ING GET IT MATE.
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I downloaded the extreme collection pack with all 6 dlc packs and it hasnt given me the cd key for this one.. can anyone help
please on how i can get the cd key??. very calm and measured game, just to rest 50 cents a good price for this game. I only made
it about 3 hours into the game before deciding enough was enough. The narrative and delivery was interesting, and it was a neat
universe to experience, but I just couldn't get into it. The crafting and star-system warping was a little too
longwinded\/convoluted, and the graphics style lost its appeal quite quickly. While this game is more than space combat, the
fights themselves were just not entertaining, but rather a series of deaths until I could destroy a ship without knowing exactly
what went differently. I wish I could experience the rest of the story, but the gameplay felt like too much of a chore in the end..
Six man party hex-based movement with turn-based combat dungeon crawler. There are not many games around in this genre,
so I take what it's there. And this one is a decent one, it may not have animated monsters but arts are really nice. And Swords
and Sorcery - Underworld is complex enough to keep me entertained. Bugs free also.. 20 years later, still enjoying this game
very much.
Upgrades brought by this version are much appreciated.. I won this game free from bundle.

No Señor,
Please take back.
No want.
Thanks you.
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